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Abstract11

Vertical transport associated with cumulus clouds is important to the redistribution of gases,12

particles and energy, with subsequent consequences for many aspects of the climate system.13

Previous studies have suggested that detrainment from clouds can be comparable to the14

updraft mass �ux, and thus represents an important contribution to vertical transport. In15

this study, we describe a new method to deduce the amounts of gross detrainment and16

entrainment experienced by non-precipitating cumulus clouds using aircraft observations.17

The method utilizes equations for three conserved variables: cloud mass, total water and18

moist static energy. Optimizing these three equations leads to estimates of the mass fractions19

of adiabatic mixed-layer air, entrained air and detrained air that the sampled cloud has20

experienced. The method is applied to six �ights of the CIRPAS Twin Otter during the Gulf21

of Mexico Atmospheric Composition and Climate Study (GoMACCS) which took place in the22

Houston, Texas region during the summer of 2006 during which 176 small, non-precipitating23

cumulus were sampled. Using our novel method, we �nd that, on average, these clouds24

were comprised of 30 to 70% mixed-layer air, with entrained air comprising most of the25

remainder. The mass fraction of detrained air was usually very small, less than 2%, although26

values larger than 10% were found in 15% of clouds. Entrained and detrained air mass27

fractions both increased with altitude, consistent with some previous observational studies.28

The largest detrainment events were almost all associated with air that was at their level29

of neutral buoyancy, which has been hypothesized in previous modeling studies. This new30

method could be readily used with data from other previous aircraft campaigns to expand31

our understanding of detrainment for a variety of cloud systems.32
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1 Introduction33

One of the important ways cumulus clouds a�ect the atmosphere is through vertical trans-34

port. The redistribution of gases, particles and energy that originate at or near the Earth's35

surface to altitudes above the mixed layer is important for a range of phenomena relevant36

to Earth's atmosphere and climate. For example, the vertical pro�le of water vapor is crit-37

ical to longwave heating and cooling pro�les, as well as to the subsequent development and38

evolution of clouds [Malkus , 1954]. The long-range transport and atmospheric lifetime of39

particulates and trace gases are enhanced when they are at higher altitudes due to decreased40

probability of wet deposition. Aerosol scattering and absorption are also altitude-dependent,41

in particular their altitude relative to that of any cloud layers [e.g. Liao and Seinfeld , 1998;42

Chand et al., 2009; Samset and Myhre, 2011]. The amount of air that passes through a43

cloud strongly impacts the degree to which aerosols and gases can be processed via in-cloud44

liquid-phase reactions. Lack of understanding of the e�ects of vertical transport is a primary45

source of uncertainty in climate models [Rougier et al., 2009].46

In cumulus clouds, vertical transport can be approximately separated into two modes: (1)47

the detrainment of cloudy air to the surrounding environment during the cloud's active48

period, i.e. when there is dynamical support for the cloud; and (2) the mixed-layer air49

that remains after the cloud loses dynamical support and dissipates. While there is some50

ambiguity in separating these two modes, it's helpful to make this distinction because the51

�rst has historically been the subject of greater study, even though the latter can potentially52

dominate [Wang and Geerts , 2011].53

Detrainment is typically used to describe the process by which cloudy air is transferred54

outside of the cloud volume, i.e. to the surrounding environment [Dawe and Austin, 2011].55

Detrainment has been divided into two types [de Rooy and Siebesma, 2010]. The �rst is56

turbulent detrainment and is due to turbulent mixing along the cloud boundary. When cloudy57

air turbulently mixes with unsaturated environmental air such that the resulting parcel is58
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unsaturated and not completely surrounded by cloud (i.e. is connected to the sub-saturated59

cloud environment), then the cloudy air has been detrained. A second kind of detrainment60

has been termed dynamical detrainment (or cloud out�ow) because it is driven by organized61

circulations comparable to the length scale of the cloud rather than smaller turbulent eddies.62

Such detrainment has been related to buoyancy gradient pro�les that cause deceleration and63

�ow divergence [Bretherton and Smolarkiewicz , 1989; de Rooy and Siebesma, 2010], and also64

to the �ow structure of a shedding thermal [Taylor and Baker , 1991; Blyth, 1993; Zhao and65

Austin, 2005; Blyth et al., 2005].66

There is not an extensive history of observational studies of detrainment in clouds (Wang and67

Geerts , 2011; see also a recent review by de Rooy et al., 2013), and the various methods and68

clouds types from these studies have yielded a range of views on the process. Some obser-69

vational estimates come from mass budget studies where, using aircraft �ying closed circuits70

around individual cumulus (Cu), mass and moisture budgets are inferred, from which en-71

trainment and detrainment rates at di�erent levels of the cloud are deduced [Raymond and72

Wilkening , 1982, 1985; Raga et al., 1990; Raymond et al., 1991; Barnes et al., 1996]. These73

studies typically �nd that the net detrainment mass �ux (de�ned as the di�erence between74

the gross detrainment and entrainment mass �uxes) can be comparable in magnitude to the75

updraft mass �ux, albeit with strong variability with height and in time. One important76

mechanism of detrainment deduced from these studies is a detraining out�ow in collapsing77

turrets, where air sinks until reaching its level of neutral buoyancy and then diverges out-78

wards from the cloud, causing detrainment to occur only at speci�c altitudes. Using aircraft79

observations of summertime cumuli o� of Hawaii (with typical cloud depths of ∼2 km), Raga80

et al. [1990] found that net detrainment occurred only in the top one-third of the cloud,81

with the lower parts exhibiting net entrainment. Raymond et al. [1991] combined aircraft82

and radar observations of summertime thunderstorm clouds over New Mexico (cloud depths83

ranging between 6 and 12 km) and found a similar vertical pattern of detrainment predomi-84

nantly in the upper portion of clouds. Barnes et al. [1996] studied summertime cumulus and85
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cumulus congestus (cloud depths up to 4 km) near coastal Florida, USA, using two coordi-86

nated aircraft �ying at di�erent altitudes. They found that detrainment varied greatly with87

time, with the same layer changing from net entrainment to net detrainment, or vice versa,88

on the order of a few minutes. Perry and Hobbs [1996] found evidence for regions of enhanced89

humidity �halos� in shallow maritime cumulus (typical cloud depths between 0.5 and 2.5 km)90

o� the coast of northeast continental USA, particularly on the downshear side. These regions91

exhibiting enhanced humidities were typically 1 to 2 cloud radii in length, and increased in92

size with cloud age. This result is suggestive of active detrainment in cumulus clouds, al-93

though the results do not rule out the possibility that these halos are remnants of previous94

clouds. In contrast, Wang and Geerts [2011] studied orographic cumulus mediocris in Ari-95

zona, USA (typical cloud depth of 2 km) and found no evidence for continuous detrainment;96

their measurements downwind of a cloud �eld are instead consistent with vertical transport97

dominated by evaporation of the clouds themselves rather than active detrainment by the98

clouds. We note that these studies are performed in di�erent environments (e.g. clear air99

relative humidity) with varying cumulus cloud sizes, and thus the results are not necessarily100

expected to be consistent with each other.101

One assumption that mass budget-based studies make is that the accumulation term is neg-102

ligible, i.e. the cloud is at steady state with respect to mass. However, Carpenter et al.103

[1998b, a] �nd that the accumulation term can be dominant which implies a potentially large104

source of uncertainty for the inferred detrainment rates in some observational studies. An-105

other limitation is that these mass budget studies only yield net entrainment or detrainment;106

these values are not necessarily re�ective of gross entrainment and detrainment rates which107

could be much higher than the net value. For example, there could be no net detrainment108

(mass loss) from a cloud if it is exactly balanced elsewhere by an equal amount of entrain-109

ment. Gross detrainment values are, however, of greater relevance for understanding vertical110

transport.111

Entrainment, in comparison to detrainment, is a much more familiar topic in the cloud physics112
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literature and thus we only highlight a few studies out of many. Entrainment can be de�ned113

as the incorporation of air originating outside the cloud volume into the cloud, thus increasing114

total cloud mass and volume. It is one of the key processes governing the microphysical struc-115

ture and macrophysical properties of a cloud, and along with precipitation, is responsible for116

the depletion of cloud water mixing ratio and thus is relevant to cloud lifetime. Entrainment,117

as with detrainment, can be similarly divided into turbulent and dynamical forms [Houghton118

and Cramer , 1951], and evidence exists supporting the importance of both processes. En-119

trainment associated with organized �ow has been described using observations [e.g. Stith,120

1992; Damiani and Vali , 2007] and models [e.g. Zhao and Austin, 2005; Blyth et al., 2005].121

Through analysis of aircraft observations, Wang et al. [2009] show that the outermost 10% of122

cumulus clouds, i.e. cloud edges, are on average strongly depleted in liquid water relative to123

the interior of the cloud, supporting the idea that turbulent entrainment occurs along outer124

surface of the cloud, but not ruling out the possibility of localized entrainment that is then125

transported to other regions by, e.g., the descending outer shell.126

In this study, we will use a novel approach to estimate total gross detrainment and entrain-127

ment that has occurred in shallow, non-precipitating cumulus clouds. This method is not128

able to inform the mechanism for detrainment and entrainment (e.g. cloud-scale dynamical129

features versus small-scale turbulence), and instead focuses on quantifying the amount of130

each as a function of height.131

2 Method132

2.1 Aircraft Data133

Data gathered during August and September 2006 as part of the Gulf of Mexico Atmospheric134

Composition and Climate Study (GoMACCS) is used in this study. The GoMACCS �eld135

campaign included 22 research �ights carried out by the Twin Otter aircraft [Lu et al., 2008]136
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operated by the Center for Interdisciplinary Remotely-Piloted Aircraft Studies (CIRPAS).137

The �ights were conducted over land in a region outside of Houston, Texas. Of 22 total �ight138

days, data from six days (Sept. 1, 2, 8, 11, 14, 15) are analyzed in this study. These six139

days are selected due to a su�cient number of randomly sampled clouds, and all relevant140

instrumentation functioned properly during the �ights. The sampled clouds are small, warm,141

non-precipitating continental Cu that typically �rst form in the late-morning due to surface142

heating. Sampled cloud sizes are typically 1 to 2 km in width and depth (see Table 1). Later143

in the afternoon, deeper convection can be triggered but these events were avoided during144

these �ights. Because of the proximity of the �ights to a very large city (Houston, TX) and145

the many industrial activities in the region, aerosol concentrations are high (accumulation146

mode aerosol concentrations ranging from 400 to 1600 cm−3) and contribute to the lack of147

precipitation from these clouds. More information about the conditions encountered during148

these �ights can be found in Lu et al. [2008].149

The clouds are sampled in random fashion during a series of constant altitude legs, each150

about 10 min in duration. This is done by �ying the Twin Otter through approximately the151

center of the nearest appropriate cloud as judged visually by the pilots, with factors such152

as aircraft turn capabilities, and cloud size and appearance being considered. Of course,153

clouds are irregularly shaped so exactly where the pilot chooses to penetrate each cloud is154

not easily de�ned. This introduces uncertainty in our analysis (as discussed in more detail155

in Section 2.4 below). Figure 1 shows the altitude pro�le for the Sept. 8 �ight, which is156

representative of all �ight days. A number of level legs can be seen in the altitude pro�le.157

For each �ight, between 3 to 5 of these correspond to the cloud layer and therefore include158

a number of cloud penetrations. Note that because of this statistical sampling strategy, no159

e�ort is speci�cally made to sample a cloud more than once. Also of note is the continuous160

ascent from below cloud base, ∼300 m, to above cloud top, ∼4800 m, which is utilized in161

the analysis as our clear-air sounding and which we assume is representative of clear air in162

the vicinity of all our sampled clouds over the course of the sampling period. Variation of163
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this sounding, either in space or over time, can cause uncertainties in our analysis. Typical164

aircraft speed is 55 m s−1, and we primarily employ 10 Hz (or 5.5 m) data sets.165

In situ measurements of temperature, speci�c humidity (qv) and liquid water content (LWC)166

are needed for our analysis. Temperature was measured using a Rosemount 102E4AL sen-167

sor with 0.4°C accuracy. In clear air, speci�c humidity is derived from 1-Hz dew point168

temperature measurements made by a chilled mirror dew point hydrometer with (Edgetech169

Dewpointer 137-C3 with 0.2°C accuracy). In-cloud speci�c humidity values are assumed to170

be saturated at the measured temperature. Clouds are identi�ed using a minimum LWC171

threshold of 0.05 g kg−1, as measured by a Gerber Particle Volume Monitor 100A instrument172

[Gerber et al., 1994]. Total speci�c water (qt) is the sum of qv and LWC (none of the sam-173

pled clouds was cold enough for ice to form). Cloud penetrations with LWC satisfying the174

threshold requirements for a minimum of six seconds, which corresponds to an approximate175

cloud sample length of 330 m, are identi�ed as clouds and used for this study. The minimum176

cloud size requirement is imposed so that the clouds used in the study contain enough data177

points to conduct analyses with reasonable statistics. Figure 1 shows the LWC pro�le for the178

�ight on Sept. 8. On this day, 27 clouds were sampled across the various levels, with a mean179

cloud penetration length of 660 m. Table 1 gives cloud number and size information for each180

�ight day.181

In-cloud wetting of the aircraft probes does not appear to a�ect the Twin otter thermo-182

dynamic measurements during GoMACCS [Small et al., 2009]. Based on observations in183

stratocumulus clouds using the same instrumentation over many years, pro�les of equivalent184

potential temperature (θe) can be calculated. On those days when the boundary layer ap-185

pears to be well-mixed based on constant total water with height, we can check to see if the186

calculated in-cloud values of θe agree with the sub-cloud values. Data from numerous �ights187

shows no sudden jump in calculated θe at cloud base, nor any vertical trend in θe beyond the188

expected constant θe pro�le. This leads us to believe that the temperature probe can yield189

accurate temperatures in cloudy conditions.190
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2.2 Adiabatic Clouds191

In order to develop a model of gross entrainment and detrainment, we �rst explore their192

e�ects on an idealized adiabatic cloud. If a parcel of air rises adiabatically, by de�nition it193

will exchange neither mass nor energy with the environment. Thus, the mass and energy of194

the air parcel will be conserved. This also implies that the moist static energy (or MSE) of195

the parcel also is conserved.196

Entrainment/detrainment, precipitation, and radiation are the primary processes which can197

cause cloudy air parcels to deviate from adiabaticity. Entrainment increases the total mass of198

the cloud while decreasing mean qt and MSE. This occurs because, relative to clear air at the199

same altitude, cloudy air is generally warmer (because it is positively buoyant) and moister200

(because it is cloudy) [e.g. Wang et al., 2009], although the former may not always be true201

during the cumulus dissipation stage. For a cloud experiencing detrainment, the total mass202

of the cloud decreases. In our analysis, we assume that the properties of the detrained air203

are a function of the cloudy air and adiabatic air properties, which tends to cause the cloud204

MSE and qt to either stay constant or decrease (depending on the exact set of assumptions;205

see Section 2.4 below for more details). However, the potential decrease in MSE and qt di�ers206

for the same amount of entrained or detrained air, which allows the analysis to distinguish207

between the two processes.208

Precipitation could a�ect cloud properties, but the focus of this study is on non-precipitating209

clouds, so this is not an important consideration. The clouds sampled did not precipitate due210

to the combination of polluted aerosol conditions from the Houston region and the limited211

depth of the clouds which limits cloud liquid water path [Small et al., 2009].212

Net emitted radiation from a cloud causes cooling and therefore decreases MSE, while net213

absorption warms. During the daytime (when the research �ights took place), the net ra-214

diative balance for each cloud is determined by the di�erence between longwave cooling and215

shortwave heating, which tend to be similar in magnitude. We will assume no net change216
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due to radiation. The bias in cloud temperature, and hence MSE, caused by this assumption217

is likely to be very small. If we assume a 20 Wm−2 imbalance, and a mean cloud lifetime of218

30 min, the mean temperature change for a 1-km deep cloud will be a few hundredths of a219

Kelvin and thus unlikely to be a large source of uncertainty in this analysis.220

In the absence of substantial e�ects by precipitation and radiation, we are left with only221

entrainment and detrainment as the processes capable of altering clouds mass, MSE and qt222

from the initial adiabatic values.223

2.3 Conserved Variables224

Our analysis of detrainment and entrainment in cumulus clouds is based on the conservation225

of three variables: mass, qt, and moist static energy. The total mass of a cloud, Mc, is the226

sum of all gases, liquids, and solids contained within the volume of the cloud. The total227

speci�c water of a cloud parcel (qt) is the sum of the liquid water and the water vapor, given228

by:229

qt = qv + ql (1)

where qv is the speci�c humidity and ql is the speci�c liquid water, both in units of g kg−1.230

Again, these clouds are warm, so Eq. 1 excludes ice. Total water is conserved for an adiabatic231

process because there is no mass exchange with the environment, and therefore qt is constant.232

Moist static energy s is a measure of an air parcel's energy in units J kg−1 and to good233

approximation is conserved during adiabatic ascent/descent:234

s = cpT + gh+ qvLv (2)

where T is absolute temperature, the heat capacity of moist air cp = cp(qv) = cpd(1 + 0.9qv)235

where cpd is the heat capacity of dry air (assumed to be a constant value 1005 J kg−1K−1),236
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g is the gravitational acceleration, h is the height of the air parcel above sea level, qv is the237

speci�c humidity, and Lv = 2260 kJ kg−1 is the latent heat of vaporization of water (we238

ignore the e�ects of temperature on Lv because they are small). Typical uncertainties in239

calculated s are a few tenths of a percent based on instrumental uncertainties.240

As a cloud parcel is lifted along the dry adiabat, the increase in potential energy is accom-241

panied by a decrease in the sensible heat term; the parcel cools as it increases in height. If242

the parcel is saturated and liquid water is present, the decrease in qv due to condensation is243

o�set by the release of latent heat, increasing the parcel temperature. We have argued above244

(Section 2.2) that processes such as precipitation and net radiation �ux divergence that can245

cause MSE to not be conserved are likely negligible in this study.246

2.4 Conservation Equations247

For the clouds chosen in this analysis, we assume that each cloud has a mass that is deter-248

mined by the balance of three terms (see Figure 2 for a schematic): (a) air that has been249

adiabatically lifted from near the surface; (b) air that has entrained into the cloud; and (c) air250

that has detrained from the cloud. Starting with this simple model, we make two important251

assumptions in order to proceed with the analysis:252

1. Entrainment occurs perfectly laterally, so that all the entrained air in the cloud at253

the aircraft sampling altitude originates from clear air at the same altitude. A recent254

review paper [de Rooy et al., 2013] argues that �lateral entrainment is the dominant255

mixing mechanism in comparison with the cloud-top entrainment in shallow cumulus256

convection,� an idea with a long history (see references and discussion in de Rooy et al.,257

2013) supported by recent LES-based studies [Heus et al., 2008; Yeo and Romps , 2013].258

We will test the sensitivity of our results to this assumption.259

2. Two end-member scenarios for detrainment are (a) that detrainment occurred exactly260

at the same time as the aircraft penetration of the cloud, i.e. detrainment happened at261
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the last possible moment; and (b) that detrainment occurred when the cloud properties262

were nearly adiabatic (before substantial entrainment has occurred), i.e. detrainment263

happened very early during cloud formation. The corresponding properties of the de-264

trained air for these end-members would be (a) detrained air has the identical properties265

as the cloud at the sampled level and (b) detrained air has the identical properties as266

the adiabatic mixed layer air. In this analysis, we assume that the detrained air has267

properties represented by the mean of these two end-members, which is intended to268

represent a middle scenario. We will again test the sensitivity of our results to this269

assumption.270

With these assumptions, we can now write conservation equations describing our system.271

We apply our analysis to each cloud penetration because, as previously stated, each cloud is272

only sampled once. Thus, the analysis results apply only to each cloud at the level of aircraft273

sampling, as illustrated in Figure 2, and not to the entire cloud. By mass conservation, the274

mass of the thin cloud slice Mc can be given by:275

Ma +Mo −Md =Mc (3)

where the subscript a is mixed-layer air risen adiabatically, o is laterally entrained air (air276

originating outside the cloud), d is laterally detrained air, and c is aircraft-sampled cloudy277

air. Dividing Eq. 3 by Mc, we obtain:278

ma +mo −md = 1 (4)

where we have now written the equation in terms of mass fractions ma = Ma/Mc, mo =279

Mo/Mc, and md = Md/Mc. Working with mass fractions is more convenient and useful for280

the purpose of comparing results among di�erent clouds because the results do not explicitly281

depend on the cloud mass. Furthermore, given our cloud sampling method, we would need282
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to make assumptions about cloud shape in order to determine Mc, introducing more sources283

of error.284

We note that in Section 2.2, detrainment was de�ned as an active process of turbulence or285

organized circulations removing air from a cloud. By de�ning the conservation of mass as286

we do in Eq. 4, any air that is within the cloud but then later becomes external to the cloud287

is considered detrained air. Thus, detrainment as de�ned by this analysis can occur either288

actively, where cloudy air is transferred outside the cloud via organized �ow or turbulence,289

or passively, where enough air is entrained into the cloud to lower the LWC below our cloud290

threshold LWC. The latter would not normally be considered detrainment but rather cloud291

dissipation, but it is relevant to vertical mass transport as described in the Introduction.292

We can also construct a conservation equation for the moist static energy of our sampled293

cloud:294

saMa + soMo − sdMd = scMc (5)

where s is MSE and the same subscripts from Eq. 3 apply. The adiabatic air MSE, sa, is295

computed from the lowest (by altitude) 200 data points on each given �ight day. These points296

are all in the surface mixed layer, which is generally well-mixed because all �ights occurred297

around the middle of the day when the continental convective boundary layer exhibits strong298

turbulence. The MSE of entrained air so is taken from the clear air sounding acquired299

during each �ight. Due to our assumption of lateral entrainment, so is taken to be the MSE300

value of the clear air at the altitude of the cloud penetration. The MSE of the cloud slice301

sc is determined as the mean MSE derived from the aircraft observations for each cloud302

penetration. By assumption #2 above, the MSE of the air that detrains is sd = (sa + sc) /2.303

Again dividing by Mc to write in terms of mass fractions:304

sama + somo − sdmd = sc (6)
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Eq. 6 thus contains the same unknowns, ma, mo and md, as Eq. 4, but with MSE coe�cients305

that are determined from aircraft measurements. A third equation based on conservation of306

total speci�c water can also be derived in the same way as for MSE:307

qama + qomo − qdmd = qc (7)

The conservation equations are re-written as a set of non-linear equations in order to restrict308

the mass fractions to positive, physically-plausible solutions:309

x2 + y2 − z2 − 1 = 0 (8)

310

c1x
2 + c2y

2 − c3z
2 − 1 = 0 (9)

311

d1x
2 + d2y

2 − d3z
2 − 1 = 0 (10)

where x2 = ma, y
2 = mo, and z2 = md are the three unknowns, while the coe�cients are312

computed from aircraft observations as: c1 = sa/sc, c2 = so/sc, c3 = sd/sc, and d1 = qa/qc,313

d2 = qo/qc, d3 = qd/qc. To solve for the three unknowns ma, mo and md, we perform the314

following:315

(a) For each cloud penetration, we use in-cloud observations to compute the mean moist316

static energy sc and mean total speci�c water qc.317

(b) We use aircraft observations to compute the properties of the end-member air masses,318

i.e. sa and qa (adiabatic mixed-layer air), so and qo (entrained air) and sd and qd (detrained319

air). See the discussion following Eq. 5 for details on how this is done.320

(c) Using the results from (a) and (b), we can calculate all the coe�cients ci and di in Eqs. 9321

and 10, respectively.322

(d) We use non-linear optimization which minimizes the residuals for the system of Equa-323

tions 8 to 10 to determine a best estimate for x2 = ma, y
2 = mo and z2 = md for each324
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penetration. The magnitude of the total residual is an estimate of the uncertainty in the325

solution.326

This method weights each data point of the cloud penetration equally in calculating mean327

penetration values of ci and di in Eqs. 9 and 10. However, this can potentially bias the328

results because in reality a cloud slice is two-dimensional, whereas the penetration is one-329

dimensional. If we assume the cloud slice is circular in cross-section, air sampled during the330

penetration near the cloud edge is representative of a much larger area than air sampled at the331

cloud center. Our analysis, then, potentially biases the data towards values near the center332

of the cloud and under-represents data from cloud edges [Ho�mann et al., 2014]. However,333

the aircraft may not always sample the exact center of a cloud, and still assuming clouds334

are circular in shape, a cloud penetration not through the center of the cloud may possibly335

over-represent the cloud edge data. To evaluate these potential e�ects on our analysis, we336

also solve for ma, mo, and md using only the cloud properties from the �rst and last second337

(∼55 m) of the cloud penetration (i.e. in computing ci and di in Eqs. 9 and 10), which focuses338

the analysis strictly on air near the cloud edge.339

3 Results and Discussion340

3.1 Individual �ight day results341

Figs. 3 and 4 show example results from the optimizations for two of the six �ight days. On342

each plot, the left panel plots the mass fraction of detrained air md (in units of percent),343

while the right panel plots the mass fraction of entrained air into the cloud, mo, both as344

a function of altitude, with one point for each cloud penetration. There are a total of 176345

penetrations over the six days analyzed. The clear-air soundings of MSE and qt for the �ight346

day are also given on the left and right side, respectively.347

The success of the optimization is measured by deviation of the three conservation equations348
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(Eqs. 8 to 10) from zero. The combined total error is calculated as:349

εT =
√
εM 2 + εE2 + εQ2 (11)

where εT represents the total root-mean square error associated with the individual residuals350

from the mass, MSE and moisture equations (εM , εE and εQ respectively). The cloud marker351

sizes in Figs. 3 and 4 for md and mo are inversely proportional to the value of εT . Therefore,352

the largest markers correspond to clouds with optimizations that yielded the smallest resid-353

uals in Eqs. 8 to 10. Note that these equations are all order unity due to the normalization.354

For all clouds sampled, εT had a median value of 0.07, a mean value of 0.15, and a standard355

deviation of 0.11.356

3.1.1 Detrained air357

Our analysis indicates that the sampled non-precipitating cumulus clouds exhibit md values358

that are below 2%, although there are a number of cases when some substantially higher md359

values are inferred. Figure 5 shows the distribution of md for all �ight days (176 clouds).360

The majority (78%) of cloud penetrations exhibit md values below 2%, while 15% of clouds361

have a md value above 10%. Only two events exhibit md values larger than 18%, and the362

largest md value was 68%. On almost all days (results not all shown), the biggest md values363

are found at the highest sampling altitudes. The one exception is on Sept. 11 when some364

larger md values are found in the middle part of the clouds. Small (<2%) md values were365

found at all levels, but made up a larger fraction of the observations at lower portions of the366

clouds.367

To compare the vertical distribution of detrained air among di�erent days, all cloud penetra-368

tion altitudes are normalized with respect to cloud base and cloud top altitude for each �ight369

day. The clouds are then sorted into 5 evenly spaced normalized altitude (ẑ) bins, and for370
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each bin a mean ẑ andmd is computed. All clouds were weighted equally, and the penetration371

length through each cloud was not factored into the mean md calculation. The uncertainty in372

ẑ on a day-by-day basis is likely small compared to the ẑ bin spacing. Cloud base altitude is373

easily determined within ∼100 m from in situ measurements. Cloud top altitude is less easily374

determined by the pilot, but the uncertainty is likely modest compared to the total cloud375

layer depth as cloud top is usually constrained by a temperature and/or humidity inversion.376

Figure 6 shows that, in the mean, md does tend to increase with altitude, although the upper377

portions of the cloud tend to exhibit a lot of variability. The mean values are not large at any378

altitude, with the smallest value of 1% closest to cloud base and a maximum in the highest379

ẑ bin of less than 5%, and an overall mean of 3%.380

It is noteworthy that few large md values are observed, with only one value over 25%. All381

clouds analyzed here primarily dissipate by evaporation because they are not precipitating.382

At the end of a cloud's life, we expect md to be equal mc, since at this point the cloud has383

dissipated. While completely dissipated clouds are not the target for this analysis, we might384

expect to see some high md values associated with clouds near the end of their life cycle.385

However, high values of md were inferred only once in this study. One potential reason is386

that the pilots may have considered strongly dissipating clouds to be visually unappealing387

targets. In a cloud �eld with many choices of cloud targets, such a bias in pilot judgment388

could bias our statistical sampling. The constraint that clouds must have sample lengths over389

330 m to be considered for analysis may also contribute to limiting md values. A dissipating390

cloud whose diameter shrinks to less than 330 m will not yet have reached the point where391

md = mc. Alternately, as noted earlier, previous studies [e.g. Carpenter et al., 1998a] have392

inferred that detrainment occurs at speci�c levels within clouds. Because we only sampled393

one level of each cloud, we may not have been sampling at the level that detrainment was394

occurring.395
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3.1.2 Entrained air396

The mass fraction of entrained air within a cloud, mo, typically ranges from 30 to 70%397

(illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4). Figure 7 shows the mo distribution for all �ight days. The398

median mo is 45%, the mean is 49%, and a standard deviation of 14%. The full range is399

between 20 and 90%. The amount of entrained air is considerably more than than the mass400

of detrained air composing a cloud, and there is only one cloud that exhibits md greater than401

mo.402

A vertical pro�le of mo for each day is created in the same manner as the one for md and is403

shown in Fig. 8. This plot shows that mo tends to be larger in the upper portion of clouds,404

with mean values between 50 and 55% in the upper half of the clouds (normalized altitudes405

ẑ > 0.5), compared to mean values around 40 to 45% in the lower half of the clouds. As with406

the detrainment fraction, there is substantial variability at each level.407

These results in general seem physically reasonable. The large values of mo are consistent408

with Barnes et al. [1996] which showed that the entrainment �uxes can be similar to or larger409

than the vertical mass �uxes. Relatively large values of mo can occur within these clouds410

because the high humidity of the surrounding environmental air in south Texas (qt ∼10 to411

16 g kg−1) in the cloud layer means that the drying e�ect from entrainment is not as strong as412

it would be in much drier environments such as New Mexico or Colorado (which have been the413

setting for numerous previous cumulus studies). In a drier environment, a large entrainment414

fraction would lead to the complete dissipation of the cloud. The wide range of mo values is415

consistent with having sampled clouds at di�erent stages of their life cycle, which one would416

expect from random aircraft sampling of clouds (even considering the possible bias against417

strongly dissipating clouds discussed above). The increase in mo with altitude is consistent418

with the common observation that the adiabaticity (ratio of the measured cloud LWC to419

adiabatic LWC) in these clouds decreases with height (e.g. Lu et al., 2008), although drying420

of the environmental air with altitude may also play a role. Greater entrainment in the421
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upper-portion of the cloud is also consistent with the shedding thermal picture of cumulus422

growth [e.g. Kitchen and Caughey , 1981; Blyth et al., 2005], where entrained air creates the423

subsiding shell of cold air at the periphery of the cloud. This air is entrained into the cloud424

somewhere below cloud top, and is subsequently transported to higher levels in the buoyant425

updraft.426

The overall picture that emerges from our analysis, then, is that the sampled clouds are427

composed of roughly equal parts entrained air and adiabatic mixed-layer air, and have de-428

trained relatively little of their mass, although a minority (15%) exhibit appreciable amounts429

of detrainment (above 10% mass fraction). Both entrainment and detrainment mass frac-430

tions tend to increase with altitude. We next examine how robust these results are to the431

assumptions made in the analysis.432

3.2 Sensitivity tests433

3.2.1 Cloud-edge only434

A straight-line penetration of a cloud can potentially misrepresent the area-averaged cloud435

properties by biasing the measurements in a number of ways. As described in section 2.4,436

one such bias is to emphasize the interior of the cloud at the expense of cloud edge. To see437

how much an e�ect this has on the optimized parameters, we re-ran the optimizations using438

data only sampled from the outermost 50 m at the edge of the cloud. The resulting ranges439

of md and mo (not shown) are not changed signi�cantly, suggesting that such a bias did not440

a�ect our analysis.441

3.2.2 Entrainment source level442

We previously made the assumption that entrainment occurs only laterally at each sam-443

pling level. Although this is an oversimpli�cation of the entrainment process, and thus is a444
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limitation of this model, there exists justi�cation for this assumption. As discussed above445

(Section 2.4), support for lateral entrainment as the primary mechanism has gained substan-446

tial support [de Rooy et al., 2013].447

We performed sensitivity tests of our model to the assumed source level of entrained air. In448

simulations of cumulus congestus with cloud height of 8 km, Yeo and Romps [2013] �nd that449

entrained air within the cloud at each height can be traced to air in the environment at an450

altitude of 1 to 2 km lower, at least during the mature and dissipating stages. If we assume451

self-similarity in the vertical direction, then for the clouds in this study (with depths of 1452

to 2 km), the equivalent entrainment altitude is a few hundred meters below the sampling453

level. Thus, we test the sensitivity of our results by performing the optimization was using454

MSE and qt soundings that are shifted upwards or downwards in altitude by 400 m. Since455

the MSE and qt soundings, in general, exhibit a decrease with height, this has the e�ect of456

changing the MSE and qt of the source of entrained air.457

An example of this sensitivity test is shown in Fig. 9, where the entrainment altitude is shifted458

upwards by 400 m for the �ight of Sept. 8 (compare these results with Fig. 4). There is some459

increase in md for some of the penetrations, although for others, lower md is deduced. The460

mean md is nearly the same, with mean and σ of 2.6% and 5.1% for the original analysis, and461

2.4% and 5.0% for the shifted sounding analysis. Using geometric mean instead of arithmetic462

mean also yields strong similarity between the two analyses.463

Shifting the source level of entrained air upwards decreases the entrainment mass fraction464

mo. The decrease in mo is expected, because by e�ectively entraining air from a higher465

altitude into the cloud, the energy and water content of the entrained air source decreases,466

and therefore the clouds need to entrain less air (compared to the normal sounding case) in467

order to generate the same MSE and qt decrease from adiabatic cloud values. For Sept. 8468

(Fig. 9), meanmo decreases from 52% to 37% with the upward-shift in entrainment level. The469

standard deviation of mo remains similar, with values of 14% and 12% respectively. These470

tests suggest that our analysis is robust with respect to our assumption of lateral entrainment.471
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Detrainment mass fractions change rather little, while entrainment mass fractions change472

moderately in the expected manner.473

3.2.3 Detrained air properties474

The issue of detrainment is made more complex because we only sample each cloud at one475

level, and therefore we have no information about any single cloud's properties at di�erent476

altitudes or time (as opposed to entrainment where we have a clear-air sounding that pro-477

vides information at all altitudes). We have previously assumed that the detrained air has478

properties that are the average of the sampled cloud and the adiabatic air (Section 2.4); see479

Eqs. 6 and 7. This is rationalized because detrainment from the cloud could have occurred480

at any time in the past, at which time the cloud would have been closer to adiabatic than481

at the moment of the aircraft cloud penetration. Here, we change the assumption to one482

where detrainment occurred when the cloud properties are exactly that at the moment of483

the penetration, i.e. qd = qc and sd = sc. Figure 10 shows the detrained and entrained air484

mass fractions when this is assumed. The mean values of md are still small, and in fact are485

smaller than the results shown in Fig. 5. The other di�erence from the base case detrainment486

scenario is that the large detrainment events no longer exist; the maximum value of md is487

3%. Physically, this seems to be less plausible than the results from our base case, but does488

illustrate that the detrainment values deduced by this method exhibit some sensitivity to489

the assumption of the properties of the detrained air. The corresponding entrainment mass490

fractions mo under this assumption are 25 to 60% as compared to 30 to 70% in the base case,491

a small shift that does not change the qualitative picture of the mass �uxes in these clouds.492

These sensitivity tests show that our results do depend on the assumed detrained air prop-493

erties, mainly in the fraction of large md events, although we consider our base case analysis494

to be more realistic regarding detrainment than the model used in this sensitivity analysis.495

The overall picture is consistent between these two analyses: detrainment is generally a weak496

process in these summertime shallow cumulus clouds.497
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4 Relationship with buoyancy pro�les498

Previous studies have suggested that detrainment is related to cloud buoyancy pro�les. For499

example, a modeling study by Carpenter et al. [1998b] found that cold descending air will500

sink until it reaches its level of neutral buoyancy, at which point it will diverge and detrain.501

Bretherton and Smolarkiewicz [1989] suggest that changes in the gradient of the buoyancy502

of the cloudy air causes entrainment or detrainment. While our observations can not inform503

the latter, the former hypothesis can be tested in our observations.504

To test these ideas, we compare the environmental density pro�le along with the measured505

penetration cloudy air density, both expressed as virtual potential temperature θv. Figures 11506

and 12 illustrate results for two of the six days. The detrainment mass fraction md for507

each penetration is indicated by both color and size of the data marker. In general, the508

results show that the cloudy air either exhibits θv values that are equal to or larger than the509

environment. This is consistent with the formation of cumulus clouds by air that is positively510

buoyant relative to the environment. While one expects a shell of cold, negatively buoyant,511

descending air to be present around the periphery of the cloud, this is o�set in the mean by the512

warm, positively buoyant air inside this shell, at least for actively growing clouds. For those513

cloud slices that are substantially positively buoyant relative to the environmental sounding,514

the maximum di�erence in θv is less than 2 K, with most within 1 K. There are a handful515

of penetrations where the cloudy air is negatively buoyant relative to the environment; the516

di�erence in θv in these cases appears to be smaller than for the positively buoyant cases,517

though the small sample size makes it di�cult to reach any statistically signi�cant conclusion.518

The small fraction of negatively buoyant penetrations also suggests that sampling is biased519

against dissipating clouds as speculated above.520

If we focus on only those cases with largest md values (md >10%), we �nd that almost521

all of these cloud penetrations (20 out of 22 cases) exhibit mean θv values that are (within522

uncertainty) the same as the environmental θv, i.e. the cloudy air is, on average, at its level523
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of neutral buoyancy. This �nding is consistent with the hypothesis of detrainment occuring524

at the level of neutral buoyancy [Carpenter et al., 1998b]. There are two counter-examples525

over all six days; one of these is illustrated in Fig. 11 (near 2100 m altitude and θv = 308 K)526

where the cloudy air is warmer by ∼0.5 K. In contrast, the fraction of events at low md which527

exhibit θv values that are substantially warmer than the sounding is much greater, perhaps528

indicating younger, growing clouds which have detrained very little air over their history. At529

these low md values, though, the most likely case is still one where the cloudy air θv very530

closely matches the environment.531

Lastly, we also see no obvious trend of large md events correlated to any change in shape of532

the environmental sounding. If we had, it may have been an indication that the mechanism533

proposed by Bretherton and Smolarkiewicz [1989] is relevant to these observations; the lack534

of such a correlation, though, neither proves nor disproves this mechanism as we have no535

vertical pro�les of in-cloud buoyancy to properly test it.536

5 Summary and Conclusions537

We have proposed a novel method to estimate the amounts of gross detrainment and en-538

trainment using aircraft observations. The method optimizes conservation equations for539

cloud mass, moist static energy and total moisture to solve for the mass fractions of adi-540

abatic, entrained and detrained air (termed ma, mo and md respectively) for each aircraft541

cloud penetration. In warm, shallow, non-precipitating cumuli, we �nd that these clouds are542

comprised of approximately equal parts of surface-layer air that has been lifted adiabatically543

and entrained air, the latter comprising between 30 and 70% of the cloud mass, with a me-544

dian of 45%. Detrainment mass fractions are found to be typically quite low, with 78% of545

our cases exhibiting md < 2%. In about 15% of our aircraft cloud penetrations, however,546

we estimate md > 10%. These low values may be inconsistent with budget studies in tower-547

ing/congestus cumuli, which infer detrainment mass �uxes comparable to the upward mass548
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�ux of surface-layer air [Raymond and Wilkening , 1982, 1985; Raga et al., 1990; Barnes et al.,549

1996; Carpenter et al., 1998a]. These results are more consistent with those from Wang and550

Geerts [2011], who �nd no evidence of active detrainment; their study, along with this one,551

suggest that vertical transport is dominated by the air that remains after dissipation of the552

cloud, with little active detrainment to the environment during the cloud's active phase. The553

incompatibility of these results with other previous studies could be explained if detrainment554

�uxes in cumulus clouds are controlled by parameters that di�er among these studies. Such555

controlling parameters might include cloud type (e.g. cumulus mediocris vs. congestus) and556

surrounding dynamic and thermodynamic environmental properties (e.g. subsidence rate; T557

and humidity pro�les). Di�erences in study methodology may also play a role, of which we558

highlight a few: uncertainties in mass budgets; possible biases in our aircraft sampling to-559

wards younger, more vigorous clouds; and strong variability of detrainment with cloud height560

or cloud age.561

Vertical pro�les of detrainment show a trend of increasing md with height in the cloud,562

consistent with Raga et al. [1990]. Vertical pro�les of entrainment also show an increase in the563

upper-half of the cloud as compared to the lower-half, which �ts with the common observation564

that adiabaticity in cumulus tends to decrease with height (e.g. Lu et al., 2008). Our565

con�dence in our new method is increased because the inferred vertical trends are physically566

sensible.567

We also �nd that more than 90% of the larger detrainment events (md > 10%) are associated568

with cloudy air that has θv equal to that of the environmental sounding. This is consistent569

with Carpenter et al. [1998b] that found that descending air will detrain when it reaches570

its level of neutral buoyancy. In contrast, clouds with low md were much more frequently571

associated with air that was positively buoyant relative to the environment.572

A number of assumptions were made as part of this analysis. Most notably, we assume that573

entrainment occurs laterally at the level of observation, and that detrained air has properties574

that are the average of adiabatic air and the air sampled by the aircraft. Sensitivity tests575
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show that the former does not dramatically change the qualitative results of this study.576

Changing the latter assumption to one where detrained air has exactly the same properties577

as the cloudy air at the same sampling level causes all the detrainment events to shift to578

small (< 2%) values.579

Compared to entrainment, detrainment is far less-studied despite its importance to under-580

standing clouds, its role in atmospheric transport and, consequently, weather and climate.581

The dearth of previous studies of gross detrainment hampers our ability to evaluate these582

results within a broader context, especially when we expect detrainment to depend on cloud583

type and environmental conditions. Developing a deeper understanding of detrainment from584

clouds, and its controlling parameters, will likely require combining a variety of approaches,585

of which this study is one example, in a variety of settings.586
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Date Number of Avg Penetration Takeo� Cloud Cloud

Clouds Length time [UTC] base [m] top [m]

Sept. 1 15 890 m 16:52 1330 2400

Sept. 2 42 730 m 16:02 1460 2600

Sept. 8 27 660 m 16:54 1322 2400

Sept. 11 44 590 m 14:29 655 3100

Sept. 14 27 630 m 16:55 969 2600

Sept. 15 21 630 m 15:59 1068 2800

Table 1: Summary of clouds sampled on each �ight day. Local time is UTC minus 5 hrs
(Central daylight time).
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Figure 1: Aircraft altitude and cloud liquid water content as a function of time for the
Sept. 8 �ight. There were 27 clouds sampled on this day. The clear air sounding occurs from
approximately minute 20 to 50.
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Figure 2: A sketch showing the sources of air that are assumed in this analysis to comprise
a cloud. Ma rises adiabatically from cloud base, Mo is entrained laterally at the altitude the
cloud is sampled, and Md is detrained air.
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Figure 3: Mass fractions of detrained and entrained air as a function of altitude, along
with clear air soundings of MSE and qt, for Sept. 2, 2006. Larger circles indicate smaller
optimization residuals, i.e. less uncertainty in estimated md and mo.
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Figure 4: Mass fractions of detrained and entrained air as a function of altitude, along
with clear air soundings of MSE and qt, for Sept. 8, 2006. Larger circles indicate smaller
optimization residuals, i.e. less uncertainty in estimated md and mo.
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Figure 5: Histogram of detrained air mass fractions for all �ight days.
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Figure 6: Vertical detrainment mass fraction pro�le for all �ight days. Altitude for each
�ight day is normalized to an altitude set ranging from cloud base to cloud top.
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Figure 7: Histogram of entrained air mass fractions for all �ight days.
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Figure 8: Vertical entrainment mass fraction pro�le for all �ight days. Altitude for each �ight
day is normalized to an altitude set ranging from cloud base to cloud top.
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Figure 9: Mass fractions of detrained and entrained air as a function of altitude using shifted
clear air soundings of MSE and qt, for Sept. 8, 2006. Large diamonds indicate smaller
optimization residuals, i.e. less uncertainty in estimated md and mo. The soundings used in
this case were shifted upwards by 400 m.
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Figure 10: Histograms of detrained (left) and entrained (right) air mass fractions under the
assumption that the detrained air has exactly the same properties as the air sampled during
the aircraft penetration.
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Figure 11: Virtual potential temperature θv of the environmental air (grey dots) from an
aircraft sounding and mean θv (colored diamonds) for the air during each cloud penetration
on Sept. 2, 2006. The detrainment mass fraction md for each penetration is indicated by
both color and size of the diamond symbol.
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Figure 12: Virtual potential temperature θv of the environmental air (grey dots) from an
aircraft sounding and mean θv (colored diamonds) for the air during each cloud penetration
on Sept. 8, 2006. The detrainment mass fraction md for each penetration is indicated by
both color and size of the diamond symbol.
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